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Introduction
Communication is the sharing of orm's needs, feel-

ings, experiences, and ideas through different
chantels or mocks. These modes of communication
may be verbal (spoken, thromh verbal speech or
speech output communication aids) tn. nonverbal
(facial expressions, body language and orientation,
gestures, and Kum). Apixoximately 35% of what we
communicate is verbal and 65% nonverbal. For ex-
ample, 'Honey, come here" may take on different
shacks ci meaning, depending on dm accompanying
Me, body language, and facial expession of the
speaker. Communication may also take a variety of
forms, inducting spoken, written, and artistic (music
and art forms).

To interact with others, we must have some under-
steno:ling of what communicaticm is and what the
verbal and nonverbal messages of others mean, Our
receptive language involves our ability to 'make
sense" of the words used by others, so that there is a
common frame of reference. For example, when the
word "chair" is spoken, both listener and speaker
envision a similar picture or referent. Thus, an indi-
vidual must have sufficient receptive language to be
able to produce a message that wlil be understood.
In cases where the overall receptive language is de-
pr esse d, you should expect that use of
communication technologies will be diectly related
to language competence. In other instances, there
maybe specific recesive gaps or an inability to trans-
form receptive language into expressive
communication, which will restrict or limit the ability
to produce all expessive compoments.

Augmentative/alternative communication (AAC)
can help people with both productive and receptive
communication &abilities to interact with the world.
AAC refers to my technique used to enhance or
augment communication. For many years, people
have deigned and used AAC systems and strategies
to communicate with nonspeaking individuals. Some
of the methods used have included multiple choice
questions, eye blinks, gestures, sign language, com-
munication boards, communkation books, alphabet
boards, and even primitive Morse Code systems.
Recent years have seen the addition of computers and
environmental control systems. Most of these systems
Bre still effective and are a part of AAC technolog
today. One of the most liberating pieces of technology
is the voice output communication aid (VOCA).

VOCAs are stand-aim, derficated electronic de-
vices that produce computer-generated sixtech.
Many VOCAs are available, each with its own dis-
tinct features and characteristics to serve the stmerse
needs of students with annmunicatim clisabffities.
Please bear in mind that, as important as the VOCA
InaY be, k is still only part of the student's communi-
cation system. The "big pkture requires that we
promote the use of all apFopriate communication
strategies, both verbal and nonverbal.

We've written this booklet to introduce you to
VOCAs. Whether you are a primary user, parent,
teacher, or speech therapist, it is designed to give you
a "nuts and bolts" description of how, when, and what
to expect when using a VOCA in the classroom.

Two things are critical for you to remember as you
begin this new endeavor (1) You already possess a
wealth of information and skills in your field; and (2)
To effectively implement technology, remember that
it is a means to an end, not the end itself. More than
once, it has surprised us to find out that competent
service providers low sight of this.

A brief Dinstration may clarify what we are trying
to say. A speech language therapist was being trained
on the pmgramming of a Speech Pac voice output
communication aid. During the process, she asked,
"Now that the system is operational, what should I
work on with this student?" Our reply was simply to
ask where she placed his language skills and what
would she work on with any student who was at that
level. She realized that she had the training to deal
effectively with this student, and that she, herself, was
quite capable of developing appropriate objectives.

This story is not meant to disregard strategies that
are unique to effectively using au augmentative com-
munication system. It is, however, meant to reassure
our readers that they have the prerequisites to assist
stucknts in developing their communicative poten-
tial.

VOCA-related terminology, general training
techniques, common problems, and helpful hints
are described to help you settle into this unfamiliar
territory comfortably. Part 1 of this booklet dis-
cusses the essential "people" factors in VOCA
usethe educational team and the student. Part 2
provides guidelines for accommodating VOCA
users in the classroom and using the device for en-



hawing their teaming. Part 3 explores how audents
can benefit from VOCA as they go out into dm com-

munity. Part 4 provides precautions, helpful hints,

and a troubleshooting checklist. The appendixes in-

dude a glossary, devices and vendors list, resources,

and references.

We hope that this booklet will get you started and

inspire you to delve further into the opportunities
afforded by VOCA technolcw.



Part al

The Educational Team and the Student

What Is the Educational Team?
When a nonspeaking person enters au educational

ix hospital setting, he or she is evaluated to deter-
mine what AAC systems or training options might be
amiropriate. Individuals imaived in this evaluation
process might incluck a speech pathologist, physical
therapist or occupational them* (summt staff),
medical doctix or muse, psychologist, engineer,
computer technology specialist, teacher, social
worker, vocational counselcw, parentairect care
giver, and the studentit is important that parents and
(firect care staff be invdved throughout this evalua-
tion process, as well as in the training that follows.
This evaluation differs across states and facilities, but
the outcome includes recommendations that match
the student to the training process and AAC system
that best meets his or her individual personality and
needs.

II possible, the student should have the opportunity
to use the recommended system(s) on a trial basis,
before a specific VOCA is purchased.The evaluation
process, along with its documentation, is extremely
important because there is no single device that is
appropriate fix an nonspeaking intividuals. Attempts
should be made to obtain a copy of this evaluation
and therapy progress reports, to provide a complete
picture of the student's needs and functioning level.
Direct contact with members of the evaluation teams
educational team, or previous support staff is also
recommended. This is particularly important if you
experience frustration with use of the VOCA. Al-
though the educational team attempts to make an
ideal match between user and device, for a variety of
reasons, optimal decisions do not always result. Com-
munication among evaluaticm team, practitioners,
and users facilitates ongoing evaluation and feed-
back. Thus, if vocabulary revisions are required or if
a different device would be deemed more suitable, a
decision encompassing all three paspectives can be
made.

Whet Do You Need to Know Mout the
Student?

It has been said that you cannot select a VOCA for
anycme until you know that pawn as au individual
his cc her capabilities, limitatkes, needs, interests,
hopes, and aspirations. This axiom makes stmic be-
cause a VOCA is indeed an extension of the
hunviduars personality.

You need to evaluate the student's abilities, includ-
ing motor, perceptual, cognitive, social, and
communication competence. You need to conskler
the student's physical and social environments be-
cause they are an intrinsic part of communication
effectiveness. Educational and wocational goals also
need to be addressed in VIXA selection.

As every experienced teacher knows, three 6sues
are crucial to success in acquiring and using a new
skill.

The student must have appropriate opportunities
to use the skill. You have to look at the student's
daily schedule and determi= when and where
such opportunities are likely to occur. For exam-
ple, if you want to mu:mirage dialogue, you need
to be aware of relaxed, uninterrupted time seg-
ments when conversation might naturally take
Once-
You need to know what motivates the student. In
some cases it may simply be pleasing the teacher;
or it may -.1C that the child wants to be the center
of attention; or it maybe a tangaile reward. In the
optimal scenario, the simple act of communicat-
ing will be reward enough.

Take advantage of the student's sense of humor.
It's a prime motivator for spontaneous communi-
cation and social interaction.

Obviously, you will want to evaluate these areas in
some detail. There are numerous assessment tools
and checklists available. For example, the INCH as-
sessment tool (see Appendix B) offers some helpful
guidelines. (Also, see Appendix C for resources and
references.)

Augmentative Communication



Part 2

Using the VOCA in the Classroom

How Do I Introduce VOCA Use to my Class?

The additke of a VOCA uses to your classroom
will probably result in smut unantkipated situdions.
We would like to suggest the following activities that
will fel:Mate the jawed= ceocess: (a) an introdue-
tice of VOCAs and VOCA usas by an informed
user; (b) classroom rules, which dame* and define
kw the VOCA will used and who will be allowed
=es to it; and (c) determine*** of places where
the VOCA will or will not be used.

The presence of a VOCA in your school will create
a great deal el curbsity and intermit, and we sugpst
that you make this a learnhe experience for all. We
recommend that you use a km** teacher or parent
as a resource because they have already experienced
some of the concerns that you will have. You might
also enlist other people in your community perhaps
a special education teaches, a speech therapist, or a
university professor who has worked with VOCAs
to do a presentation at your school. Suggest that they
&cuss what VOCAs are, km they wcwk, explain
how a student acquires a VOCA, and give examples
of how the device sounds. You might contact the
vendor to ask if there is a videotape availahle. Being
able to see a VOCA user "in action" often helps to
demystify this process. You might also suggest that
staff (and students) spend a period of time (30-60
minutes) as a nonspeaking individual, to Mug about
sensitivity to the impact of this crsabiTity.

How Will the VOCA Affect the Classroom?

Having a VOCA user in the classroom will result in
many changes, including attitudes, structure, and
spice Every VOCA user (just as every mie of us) is
a unique inifividital, with varying needs. The VMA
uses may require special seating arrangements or
methods to secure and amess the device. Again, if
you're not sure bow to deal with wheelchairs or hard-
ware arrangements, go to rescances in your school,
community, or to vendors and ask questions.

Rather than raising a hand to inificate that he or she
wants to participate, the user night activate a buzzer
or give eye coated to gain the attention of others. As
you get to know the VOCA user, his or her methods
may become evident; or you could provide options

and jointly determine which will work out best within
the school setting. Don't forget to use formes teach-
ers and pareats as resources.

Every VOCA has different features, scav of which
may =pawl classroom perftsmance. Some.. vampks
include: the Light TaAwr's al*Tay to act as an alter-
nate keylxiard for a crammer; the WOLF's ability to
activate battery-operated toys in =junction with
speech production; the SpeechPAC's alAity to act as
an environmental control interface. Saw VOCAs
have features that can be adapted fix other cla.ss-
room applications.

Should Other Shutouts Be Allowed to Touch
the VOCA?

After your initial introdmtion, you may continue to
have concerns regarding who should be responsil*
for dm VOCA, or have access to it. Often, other
students may attempt to help the VOCA user, result-
ing in several potential problems. First, the user
should be consulted mei should indicate whether m
not he cw she would rite assistance. Sometimes, in our
efforts to "help," we may fail to realize that students
with disabilities want m need to do things on their
own, being as independent as possine in all situa-
dons. It's fun to operate a power chair or VOCA, bsa
your other students may need to be reminded that
these are tools that belong to and help the student
with disabWities participate in classroom activities.
On the other hand, nimusers may be engaged to
proms m model communication strategies with the
VOCA. This may be an excellent training technique,
and may serve to reduce frustration when the VOCA
user is confused or exposed to 4CW tasks. It may also
help other students learn language, communication,
and social concepts.

How Should the VOCA Be Integrated Into the
Academic Cunicula?

It is imposing to detail training strategies in this
booklet, but several sources of sample strategies are
available through national and local organizations,
such as the American Speech and Hearing Associa-
tion (ASHA) and the United States Society for
Augmentative and Alternative Communication



(USSAAC), which present traini% and curricula
(see Appendix C). We sanest that you contact these
organizations, explain your needs, and ask il they can
provide assistance. What we can otter here are some
broad-based mations for most classroom VOCA
users. It is amazing to contemplate the cognitive
Focuses and skills tux can faciltate with a VOCA,
such as tlw folknvinv

Awareness of cause mut effect simply the push
of a switch produces something.

Comprehending a means to an end and therefore
learning to initiate requests. By programming a
word kw something that the student has demon-
strated he cor she ccumigently enjoys, and placing
the VOCA in a strategic load= fcr the student
to activate, the nudes Can learn that the VOCA
is a means to an end; that is, the student activates
the sound and gets the desired object.

Indicating preferences. By mogramming simple
choices of leisure activities or locations in the
room, the teacher can encourage the student to
self-determine some prefereaces.

Participating in songs or nursery rhymes learn-
ing to anticipate °events" that occur in
"predictable" rhymes or stories.

Creative, exploratory play. Ouldren can role-play
adult activities, such as talking to dolls or goiNg to
the store.

Conveying messages. Students learn concretely
communicative responsilility.

Participating in "circle" routine activities. Rote
skills such as calendar words can be elicited, class
jobs chosen, and weather referred to and inch-
cared. The visual reinforcement on overlays, as
well as the auditory feedback, assists in the initial
learning and retention of these concetis.

Acquiring and displaying social rituals (courte-
sies), such as saying "please," "thank you," "hi,"
"good-bye," and "What's your newer

Memorizing series, such as days of the week.

Organizing information, such as how preposi-
tions and concept words relate to each other by
seeing their graphic representation.

Acquiring sight word recopition.

Using the device as a "dictionary" reference when
spelling.

Develoting a sense of chinks fm. readieg and
"till* Many VOCAs have the abilityto phonet-
ics/1y produce sounds from the English language;
such a programmd level can be used during
spellin& writin& and readin&

Participating in class performances and skits.

As is apparent from this fid, you shicald approach
the VOCA user as you would any other tear= in
your classromn, except that this student has a ma-
chine that facilitates fuller participatitm. Your focus
should not be centered armsnd teaching the student
how to use the VCW.A, btu rather using the device as
a learning tool.

We encourage teachers to learn to program
VOCAs, tank* support from previme teachers or
therapists, (Immunity resources, parents, or direct
care givers. Initially, programming a VOCA may be
a very intense task, but stay calm and stick wkli it. As
with any other new skill, it simply takes practice and
review of the VOCA manuabi provkled by the manu-
facturer.

How Does the VOCA Encourage
Socialisation?

In addition to learning social rituals with the
VOCA, students also engage in conversation and
hums'. lt is our experieme that these are often
learned beyond our expectations a sort of experi-
ential, incidental kerning occurs. It is helpful to
program in humorous quire and even jokes or riddles
to expedite the process, lxit tk most fun often comes
from student "self-communication" strategies. One
student, for example, tried flattery to get the teacher
to cut a lessen short: he said (with the VOCA), "You
are pretty." At the other end of the spectrum, of
course, was the boy who put his phonies lessons to
quick use by producing letter-by-letter expletives on
the bus for the entertainnenst of all his peers. Another
boy, asked to spell the word "fisli," tired of demon-
strating his spelling prowess, summarily turned to the
food page, activated the cell with the food item "fish"
on it, grinned, and quickly shut down his machine.
One student established his assertiveness during a
classroom discussion of tlw calendar and upcoming
events by interjecting, "My birthday is May 3." This
was an individual who was not about tube overlooked
or forgotten in the 'regular" routine of things All of
these instances certainly helped students express
their unique personalities.

4
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Part 3

Using the VOCA In the Community

A current trend in inovicring services to !maple with
multiple tfisabilties is communkr-based traini*
Through this amuck these studeags learn to use
their local community services, such as likaries, fag
food and other restaurants, grocery stores, and
bankL The audents also partivipate in employment
opportimitieL

As mentioned previously, a VOCA is only one
comment of the student's entire communication
system. When doing community-based training,
teachers should be concerned with all aspects of the
stucknt's communication, including the following

Using language appropriately in social contexts
(prasmarics);for example, havin the student ap-
proach a store clerk and being chist eno* to be
heard before making a selection.

Being aware of timing in communication Ohm-
netnics); for example, responding promptly in a
turn-taking situation.

Making choices; for example, selecting items
from a food menu.

Some community-related ski& can be practiced in
the classroom, such as the following

Personal identification.

Manipulating money and numberL

Transpmting and manipulating the VOCA and
overlays.

Eflickntly using community-based vocabulary
(e.g., names of the burgers at a fast food restau-
rant, sizes of different food items, and survival
words such as °push," In," and "restrooms").

Turn-takingboth conversational and physical
(e.g., waking in line at a drinking fountain).

Most skills, however, are best trained in real-life
situations where the student experiences all of the
steps in the activity. Not only is the isolated skill
learned (producing a fast food order), but the stu-
dent learns the entire activity, including those
events that precede and follow this skill which
facilitates skill acquisition and generalization. In

addition, conummity-based training reveals other
MI areas that wed to be addressed, as indicated by
the following scenarki.

An amIndatory VOCA user was taken to a fast food
restaurant. After placing and receiving his food
order, in took dm food to his seat and kft his MOCA
on the restaurant counter. This was discussed by tim
educational team, withthe folknving solution. During
subsequent trips to fast food restaurants, the student
was prompted to put his food tray on top of his
VOCA (which was in a case), carrying both at the
same dm. This "trial* ended up working well, and
there have been no further paoblemL

Another student had to learn to grasp kr food tray
with caw hand, while coming her VOCA (by a han-
dle) with the otimr. A shmdckr strap would also be
an option for some students. A student in a wheel-
chair might have to use the VOCA to ask that the
food order be placed on his or her lap tray.

As with academic studieL numerous community-
based programs and training suggestions are
available through national and local agencies. JOS'
ask!

Before conducting community-based training, ytni
should engrave the VOCA with the student's name
and social security number and attach a hump tag
that provides a phone number in case it is lost.
Satchels and bookbags serve as good cases for
VOCAL The devices do get lost, broken, misplaced,
and stolen; and batteries go dead at the most inop-
portune timeL If such mishaps occur, rest assured, it
has probably happened to someone else, too.

There may be some environments, such as amuse-
ment parks, that are hostile to VOCA use. You
should confer with the VOCA user and professionals
on the advisability of taking the VOCA to suchenvi-
ronments. You may want to make other provisions,
such as using activity-specific communication boards
or just the overlays of the VOCA. Before such out-
ings, do an environmental inventory (check out the
territory) and plan well in advance.

Augmentative Communication
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Part 4

Precautions and Troubleshooting

Helpful Hints and Precautions

Read the Manual

Even if it seems hle Greek try. Familiarity and
time will comfort you-Documentation has become
more readable because people tot* the tinv tOread
the mama*, and thin VOiCatbeir frustrations to the
vendms and manufatturers. Now manuals usually
provide a "gukled IOW," Which walk; you through the
use of the device. One valuable section is the "you-
bleshooting" sectims. This metier' generaliy makes
no assumptions; it will remind you Ao do basic things
(Re check to see if the battery is charged) before you
get panicky or before you call. the manufacturer. In
addition, this section ginayou guidelines on how to
organize and explain the problem r.0 technicians.
Many manufacturers also include teaching strategies
that have proved very helpful to scone trainers.

Know the Resident Vocabulary

Become familiar with the vocabubry residing on
the device. You may not be in charge of determining
tho original vocabulary, but tim user or the parentwill
know what vocabulary k really used or needed. Your
familiarity with the vocabulaty and where it is located
will allow you to facilitate the student's access; there-
fore, communication will flinv more smoothly.

Gather information
Solicit information from significant others (family,

former teachers, and friends) and from vendon and
other people using similar technology. This will help
you avoid many pitfalls, develop realistic expects-
tions, provide for transitional use, and increase trust
and acceptance levels. Abu, share your gained
knowledge with others. Teaching is a great way to
clarify your thoughts and internalize intimation. We
encourage you to make connections with the follow-
ing national organizations: Center for Special
Education Technology (800/873-8255), Ameriom
Speech, Language, and Hearing Association
(80W638-6868), United States Society of Augmenta-
tive and Alternative Communication (c/o ACS)
(80(,247-3433), and Alliance for Technology Access
(4151232-0621).

Find an Expel
Seek out a competent VOCA user to give class-

room demonstrations, particularly in dm come= of a
lesson. This is a consistent recommidation of teach-
ers, vendms, and others consulted in the preparation
of this bookie/.

/km Reasonable Completions
If students are not allowed to talk out in class, have

the same requirement of the VOCA user. If use of
the &vice in a certain setting impedes kerning (for
exalt* a student in training to be a dishwasher),
recognize that and deal with it. Don't feel guilty about
not letting the student use the VOCA in certain
situations. You may be better safe than sorry.

Make Backups
Make overlay back-ups in case of spills and losses.

Also keep copies of overlays on file for easier revi-
sions.

Avoid Hazards

Be aware of the posale hazards of moisture and
static electricity. Avoid water hazards, and ground
the user when static seems a lately possibility. The
static electricity that people acquire in dry atmo-
spheres can be transmitted to objects they touch (in
this case a VOCA) and can MSC disruption ki cur-
rent and a malfunction of the system. Grounding
yourself on a rubber surface, particularly if you are
standing on an unpainted metal surface, is a worth-
while precaution. Another remedy to prevent static
discharge when turning on the VOCA is to use an
antistatic softener sheet (used in home dryers).
There are several commercial products available to
dissipate static electricity, including antistatic mats
and sprays available at most computer stores.

Stay Cahn
Become a calm, effective troubleshooter, checking

firm for the obvious: power supply, loose connec-
tions, adjustable device features (e.g., display and
volume). Know when to call for help and trust that
the technicians do want to help. Be brave and re-
sourceful . . . be a "teacher."

Augmentative Communication
12



VOCA Troubleshooting Checklist

O Is the VOCA turmd on?

O Nth= is a &play coaxal knob, does it need to
be Winged?

O If then is a yaw* control knob, or internal
(software) setting, does this need to be changed
or adjusted?

O Check to make sure that the overlay you are
trying to use corresponds to the level or page of
the program that you're in.

O Check to make sure that you are in the right
"mode" (for example, spelling mode vs. lan-
guage producsion mode).

0 Does the VOCA use batteries? Have they been
charged, or do they need to be charged?

O If the VOCA has been charged and still does not
work, is there a short in the charger? Try using
another charger. (Pkese make sure that you are
using the charger that was designed for or came
with your VOCA.)

O Does the device use rechargeable batteries?
Have they been replaced recently? Even re-

chargeable batteries eventually must be re-
placed.

0 If you are on an unpainted metal surface, pleare
be sure that you ground yourself by using a rub-
ber mat, before using yew VOCA.

O Check the troubleshooting guide provided by
your VOCA manufacturer.

When to Call for Help
If you need to call the vendor for assistanez, it helps

to have the telephone near the VOCA. Have the
following information available:

The VOCA type.

Name, version, and serial number of the device.

What happened or what didn't happen.

The steps you have already taken or tried to solve
the problem.

Keep serial numbers and names of equipment in a
loose-leaf notebook with blank pages for recording
problems and sohnions.

Please keep a copy of
this Checidist In a

convenient location!

Augmentative Communication
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Appendix A

Glossary

It's exciting to embrace a new technolAgy that holds
so much prinnise, big there are moments of anxiety
in tackling any ww endeavm Pait of this anxiety
mous as you encounter new vocabulary. New fields
breed new terms to owes ideas or processes, and
education is famous for its jargon. Just remember
that the terms are simply labels for concepts that you
can learn in fact, may already know. To take the
edge off, here am a few definitions of some prevalent
terms in the field of AAC.

Activation: VOCAs can be accessed in a variety
of ways. The most straightforward is called direct
sekakm, in which the stalent presses a selected key
or cell and the machine "talks.* Another type of
direct selection involvespoinring to the cell by means
cia light, which activates the chosen cell. Devices can
also be accessed by other remote means: (a) a single
switch for scanning (pressure, motion, lever, etc.);
(b) a panel or array of switches; and (c) a joystick,
track ball, or mouse. Consistent, reliable activation is
perhaps one of the most important elements in effec-
tive VOCA use. Therefore, it is paramount that both
trainer and student work toward that end.

Adjustments and modifications: mos devices
have acrjustable features that are easy to manipulate
and will give you some sense of power over this
machine. Displays, as sugested before, can be mod-
ified, as well as volume. As the need arises, yiu and
your team might want to provkle some external mod-
ifications to make the device more functionally and
cosmetically acceptable. Motrifications that can be
made include: homemade carrying cases, attached
handles or easels, and attached pointers for greater
pressure on the cells.

Dedicated device: Voke mtput communication
is produred by some type of computer processor.
When that processor's primary or exclusive function
is to process and produce communication, it is con-
sidered dedicated. Because of the memory
requirements to produce speech and to store codes
far speech, currently most devices arc dedicated.
Therefore, you need to recognize that expecting
other functions (such as calculating, timekeeping,
recordkeeping, or word processing) from them is

probably unrealigic. In some cases, the computer
base of the device is well equipped to handle these
tasks, but shifting from one program to another is
risky.

Eggitized veeck Speech that is produced from
prereccerkel speech samphas, tither as intact weeds
or as segments awards. Flexibility to produce novel
utterances depends cm how many sounds have been
recorded; therefore, the =re sophisticated systems
use a great deal of computer memory. Altlumigh
digitized speech would seem to be mom intelligille
and of higher quality, other factors play into the
overall effect, including the speaker system of the
device.

Displays: This generally refers to an LCD (light
cathode display) or LED (light emitting diode),
which may well enhance the intelligibility of a device
by giving feedback to the sender for self-correction
and proviae; clarification to the message receiver.
Most displays feature a contrig that can adjust the
lines for viewing at varioes angks.

Fired vocabulaiy: This term is somewhat mislead-
ing because it applies to two kinds of VOCAs. Fixed
vocabularies are the words that are programmed into
the device by the manufacturer. la some cases, these
cannot be altered; in other cases, you may submit
revisions for the manufacturer to reprogram.

Overiays: This refers to a word or picture page that
is placed over the device to intricate which key or cell
will produce the intended messages. Generally these
overlays are gridded aml may have either words or
pictures representing comps. These cues enable
the student to locate and irk:taffy keys (cells) for
specific message production. (These are analogous
to letters on typewriter keys.) The overlay or overlays
may also be removabk or duplicated and serve as a
ready-made communication aid when the actual de-
vke proves too cumbersome for some situations or is
in need of repair.

Power supply: Currently devices have recharge-
able batteries, but caution should be taken to make

Augmentative Communication
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Appendix B

Devices and Vendors

Adagive Communicatkm Systems, Inc.
354 Hookgown Grade Road
Clinton, PA 15206
300/247-3433 4121264-2288
SpeechPACAiltaik,ReoWeice, Dyna Vox, ScanPAC
EvalPAC 'Mb RealVoke

Artie Technologies
55 Part Street, Suite 2
Troy, MI 48083-2753
313538-7370

IYLtht, Arlie Ortut

Audio Bionics
9317 Valley View Road
Eden Praire, MN 55344
80=8-4827, ext. 1400
Life* Personal Communkator

Canon U.S.A., Inc.
One Canon Plaza
Lake Success, NY 11042
5161488-6700
Cancm Communicator M

Crabappk Systems
1103 Forrest Avenue
Portland, ME 04101
2071797-2388
SpeechBox, SpeechPad

Crestwood Company
6624 North Sidney Place
Milwaukee, Wi 53209
414/352-5678; FAX 414/352-5679
Portabk Pocket Computer

EKEG Electronics Company, Ltd.
P.O. Box 46199, Station
Vancouver, BC V6R 405 Canada
6041273-4358
Keyboards for Speak IT Spoil

Eynon Computer System
LC Technologies, Inc.
4415 Glenn Rose Street
Fairfax, VA 22032
703/425-7509
Eye Contrylkd Communicator

F. Keep Company
22501 Mt. Eden Road
Saratoga, CA 95070
408/248-2579; 408(741-5368
C4 TT 425 and 325

Innocomp, Innovative Computer Applications
33195 Wagon Wheel
Solon, OH 44139
2=48-6206
Say-IMR 11 and II Phis

Phonic Ear Inc.
250 Camino Alto
Mill Valley, CA 94941
800/227-0735; 415/383-4000
VOIS 134 VMS 160

Prentice Romich Company
1022 Heyl Road
Wooster, OH 44691
800/642-8255; 216/2624984 (Ohio)
IntruTalker, Smoothtalker for Liglu Talker and Touch
Talker, Light Talker, Touch Ta&er

Sentient Systems Technology, Inc.
5001 Baum Boulevard
Pittsburgh, PA 15213
4121682-15213
EyeIypir 300

Shea Products, Inc.
1721 West Hamilton Road
Rochester Hills, MI 48309
313/852-4940
Special Friend Speech Prosthais

Sonoma Developmental Center
Communication Engineering
15000 Arnold Drive
P.O. Box 1493
Ekkidge, CA 95431
707/544-1573
Sonoma Voice

Dr. Douglas Sorenson
5937 Portland Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55417
6121866-1661
Rescue Speech System

16



TASH, Inc.
70 Gibson Drive Unit 12
Markham, ON L3R 4C2
Canada
416/472-2212
Taik-0

Texas Instruments, Inc.
Accessory Department
P.O. Box $3
Lubbock, TX 79408
800/842-2737
Voadd

Venture Technologhs
110-340 Brooksbank Avenue
Ntxtb Vancouver, B.C. Canada WI 2C1
604/986-9803
800A663-8931 (In U.S.)
TtaboSeka"

Wayne County Intermediate School District
Attend= Greg Turner
33500 Van Born Road
Wayne, MI 48184
313/467-1415
WOLF, ScanWolf

Words + Inc.
P.O. Box 1229
44421 10th Street, West
Suite L
Lancaster, CA 93535
80519494331
AudScan g Equalizer, Talking Board

Zygo Industries, Inc.
P.O. Box 1008
Portland, OR 97307
503,444.4006
Macaw, Lighwiter, Scnbe, Zs° Talking Notebook 11,
Switchboard

Other
Inch Assodates
9568 Hamilton Avenue
Suite 104
Huntington Beach, CA 92646
INCH Assesvnent (IntematkInal Chedch'stforitigrnen-
odve Communication)

Don Johnston Developmental Equipment, Int.
P.O. Box 639
1000 North Rand Road, Building us
Wauconda, IL 60084
312/526-2682
Oakland Schools Pkture Dictionmy
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Appendix C

Resources

Journals and Newsletters
AAC Augnentadve and Alternate Communication
lountal, Williams & Wilkins, P.O. Box 2391, Balti-
more, MD 21203; 80W638-642:3.

Augnmtative Coantunicadon New, One Surf Way,
Suite 215, Mcmterey, CA 93940.

aosing the Giqr, P.O. Box 68, Henderson, NM
56044; 6121248-3204.

Communkating Together, Easter Seal Communica-
don Institute, 250 Ferrand Drive, Suite 200, Don
Wills, Ontario, Canada M3C 3P2.

Convnunkation Outkiok, clo Artificial Language
Laboratory, Computes Science Department MSU,
East Lansing, MI 48824.

Computer Disability Ness, National Easter Seal So-
cies% 2023 West Ogden Avenue, Chicago, IL 6061%
31=43-8400.

The lErceptional Parent, 1170 Commonwealth Ave-
nue, Third Floor, Boston, MA 02134.

Organizations
Applied Science and Engineering Laboratories,
University of Delaware/A. L duPont Institute, 1600
Rockland Road, Wilminvon, DE 19899; 302/651-

ASHA (American Speech-Language-Hearing Asso-
ciation), 10801 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD
20852-3279; 301/897-5700.

Council for Exceptional Children, 1920 Association
Drive, Reston, VA 22091; 703/620-3660.

RESNA, 1101 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 700,
Washington, DC 20036; 2021857-1199.

CASH(The Association for Persons With Severe
Hanclicaps),1010 Roosevelt Way N.E., Seattle, WA
98115; 2005218446.

Trace Research and Develoment Center, 314 Wais-
man Center, 1.500 ilighland Avenue, Madison), WI
53706-2280.

USSAAC (United States Society for Augmentative
and Alternative Communkatiarm), clo ISAAC, P.O.
Box 1762, Station R, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M40 4A3.

References
ASHA (American Speech-Language-Hearing Asso-

ciation). (1986). Augmentative communication:
An introductkm. Rockville, MD: Author.

Bernstein, L E. (Ed.). (1987). The vocaRy impairect
ankal practke and research. New York Aca-
demic Press.

Carbon, F. (1982). Alternative methodr of comnumi-
cation. Danville, IL: Interstate Printers and
Publishers.

Goosens, C, & Crain, S. Augmentative communka-
tion inkrvendon resource. Wauconda, IL: Don
Johnson Developmental Equipment.

McNanghton, S. (Ed.). (1985). Comnuinkating with
brusymbolics. Toronto: Blissymbolics Communi-
cation Institute.

Musselwhite, C. R. (1986). Adaptive play f o r 3pecial
needs children: Strategks 0 enhance communka-
don and learning. San Diego: College-Hill Press.

Musselwhite, C. R. (1982). Communication pm-
grammbig for the severely handicapped: Vocal and
non-vocal strategies. San Diego: College-Hill
Press.

Silverman, F. (1980). Communication for the speech-
less. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall.



Appendix
(This appendix is a partial printing of a Tech Use Guide develomd for the Center for

Special Education Technology by Beth Minas.)

Tech Use Guide
Using Computer Technology

Augmentative and Alternative Communication
Augmentative and alternative emnmunication (AAC)

reins to any approadi chnipied to sumort, enhance, or
augmait the menmunkation of intfividuals who are not
independent communkators in all situations (Bcukelman,
Yoder & Dowden, 1985). Communication augmentation is
appropriate for those who experience irifficulty with the
spoken andfor written forms of expressive communkation.
It is hnportant to note that an individual's communication
system should mot be a single device or technique, but
rather a colizetion of techniques, devices, and strategies
that can be employed as the communicative situation
warrants. Ccenponents of this collection include gestures,
facial expresion, writing, residual speech, signal systems,
non-electronic communication systems of various erzes and
complexity, and electronic AAC technology.

Benefiting from AAC Approaches
AAC approaches benefit individuals with severe

difficulties in speaking and/or writing. For those whose
oral-motor dysfunction is so severe that speech is not
intelligible, AAC approaches provide an alternate method
of expression. Individuals with limited arm and hand
movements can take advantage of alternate amen to print
capabilties. AAC approaches with spoken output can
assist imfividuals with low vision, and AAC systems with
visual display and print capabrities can assist individuals
with hearing impairments. AAC approaches may also be
beneficial for imfividuals with congitive impairments, not
only as a means of expressive communication but also as a
language learning tool.

"Low Tech" Approaches
There are many AAC approaches that do not involve

sophisticated technology. These approaches may be
implemented in isolation, but they more often serve as
components in a comprehensive AAC intervention.

WWI Systeme.
These systems permit an individual to call for help,

attract attention, and answer simple yes/no questions. Such

systems usually consist of a switch and a tignal (Aso= type.
The switch is placed in re-mdmity to a body piut that the
user can now esay and reliably. The signal could be a
buzzer or chime, or ft could be a tape-loop saying "Come
here" or I need help." Some iniwiduals may be able to
use the signal for simple coded messages (for example, one
buzz means yes, two buzzes means no, three bones means
I don't know) or for Morse code.

Communication Boards.
This term refers to any &play containing vocabulary

choices from which the user selects a message. Low tech
communication boards are those without electronic
components. They can be made using a variety of materials,
ineltufmg wood, plexiglass, posterboard, nceebooks, and
paper. Communication board displays may contain
objects, letters and numbers, words, phrases, pluxographs,
or graphic representations. Brandenburg and
Vanderheiden (1988) sununaiired the many factors that
must be considered in the design of a communication
board. These include:

Tlw physical technique the individual will use to
select message components from the display.

The types of symbols to be used on the &play.

The vocabulary items to be included.

The arrangement of vocabulary on the display.

The interaction strategies that the augmented
communicator will use.

The attitudes and communication styles of the aug-
menteu communicator and potential communica-
tion partners.

An individual migld have a single board that contains
'viers and numbers and enough words and frequently
occurring phrases to meet most of his communication
needs. A student might use different mini-boards Tor
liffcrent academic subjects or for different settings
playground, mall, Sunday school). Communication

1111
A Project of The Council for Exceptional Children
Funded by The Office of Special Educatice and Rehabilitative Services, U$. Department of Education
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Augnmntativo anti Alternative Communication July 1990

Assessment and Intervention
Every user intsents a unique constellation of needs and

abilities, and the range of available AAC systems expands
yearly. The process of matching user needs to appropriate
interventions slamdd involve thorough evaluation and
careful consideration of options.

Potential consumers of AAC interventions may
demonstrate deficiencies in motor abilities, cognitive
Wales, language skills, sociallemotioial development,
and performs= of activities ci daily living. All of these
areas should be evaluated, because AAC intervention will
be affected by them and will in turn exert some influence
cm them. Tim lased for such a cmprebensive approach
requires that input be derived frcen a multitude of sources.
A team approach is essential, with expertise being shared
amongparents, potential AAC consumers, teachers, nicks,
speech/language pathologists, occupational therapists,
*pica therapists, medical personuel, ophtharnologists,
audiohigists, educational diagnosticians, psychologists,
social workers, rehabilitation engineers, and others with
pertinent input. Several iuotocols have been developed to
guide the asseasment process (see Benkehisan, Ymkston &
Dowden, 1985 and Blackstone., CassatWames & Bruskin,
10(1.

It should be emphasized that AAC assessment and
intervaition are not criscrete events, but rather compownts
of the process of assisting an individual to reach his or her
114thest potential. Contrary to popular belief, the process
is not completed when a consumer acquires an AAC
system. Understancling of AAC has matured in the past
decade, and most people now realize that successful
cmiumnication abifities do not emerge automatically as a
functkin of device acquisition. Communication skills must
be taught, with the goal being the achievement of
communicative competence. Light (1989) defines a
competent communicator as we whose communication is
functimal, adequate, and skilled in regard to the linguistic,
operational, social, and strategic aspects of
annmunication. A competent communicator is onc whose
communication can meet the demands of daily life. The
communication does not have to be perfect, because no
one is a perfect communicator. Rather, the user should
demonstrate an adequate grasp of vocabulary and
grammar, adequate operation of the AAC systems,
appropriate interaction skills, and the ability to employ
compensatory strategjes to enhance communicative
effectiveness.

Attention should be directed toward all of these abilities
during training. Furthermore, training should be provided
not only for the augmented communicator, but for the
conmunication partners as well. Caregiver training could
almost be considered a prerequisite for success. Without

interested, encouraghg, skillful partners, many of dm
augnmuted communicator's opportunities for learning and
practice would bc lost. Given the importance of early
successes to later =dyad,* and effort, it is essential that
training bc truccted at both sides of the communication
dyad.

Crucial Intervention Issues
Trainkei Irderaction Strategies.

So often people with severe wessive communkatkm
priblems learn to assunm a passive rok in communication
interactions. They get hus of practice responding, but little
experience initiating. Thus, AAC intervention must
include explicit instrucdon in interactimi behaviors and
strategies. AAC consumers must learn that there is im
single =wet way to interact with all communication
partners: The interaction strategh:s employed shindd be
selected on the basis of the communkation task, the
setting, and the skills and attitudes of the partner.
Comumers must learn how to pi attention, introduce
topics, negotiate meaning, interrupt, convey emotion, take
turns, and resolve communication breakdowns-They need
to learn to work with their communication partners to
maximize the successful transfer of information. Kraat
(1987) provides an excellent overview ri this topic.

Promoting lamusge and Mosey Skills.
The lack of language and literacy skills limits an

individual's AAC options. Systems based on sperm& or
those requiring knowledge or morphological and syntactic
conventions, are inaccesale to individuals without
sufficient language and literacy skills. Difficulties with
these skills often hold students back from academic
achievement and prevent adults from performing
adequately at the job site. This topic has just recentlybegun
to be addressed in the literature. Blau (1 ) sumsted a
four-phase approach to developing literacy in young
children that emphasizes a positive rearrmg experience,
development of a sight word vocabulary, an introduction
to phonics, and the development of sentence
comprehension. Very young children who have had access
to a symbol-based communication quern may have an
inherent understanding of sonborc representation, lessoning
the &Acuity of dm transition to the written word.

Children who are nonspeaking do not have the
opportunity to practice sound/letter correspondences
orally, so interventionists must emphasize these
relationships in other ways. Access to an AAC system may
provide an individual with his first opportunities to
experiment with sound combinations (if the system has
voice output) and language manipulation. Cohen (1988)
suggests ways in which word processing software
developed for the regular education market can facilitate
the development of literacy skills.

Center for Special Education Technology
1920 Association Drive. Reston, VA 22091
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VOCSbultity

An AAC consumer's communicative effectiveness and
effichmey can be enhanced if tlx system povides access to
the aprepriate vocabulary. Time are many teclinkonts
that am can use in making vocabulary detorminations. In
all cases, it is andel to approach this task in terms ciwhat
the consumer wants and needs. Yorkston and her
colleagues (1989) descrilvd several methods to employ
when selectin vocabulmy:

Environmental inventories - This approach to
vocabulary selection involves a survey of each of the
environiumes in which the AAC cmisumer interacts to
detemine the people and objects present and the activities
that are likely to occur. From these observations, lists of
potential vocabulary items can be generated.

Communication diaries - AAC system vocabulary
should be updated frequently to reflect changes in the
user's lifestyle and communicative interactions. To
facruate this updating, tim mummer can compile a history
of communications either by printing and saving all output
(if the system has this capability) or by having someone
record the communications fly a period of time. Analysis
of dis recccd will reveal those items used frequently that
are not available in the vocabulary.

Vocabulary list 'Mew Anotlutr excellent technique is
the review of vocabulary lists. It is trifficult to generate
vocabulary items spontaneously, but much easier to
recognize appropriate words on a rat. A review ofstandard
lists is also helpful in identifying die structural words
essential for grammatically correct utterancts. Often these
words are overlooked because the focus is on listing words
that wlil expand the content of a user's communication.

Blau (1986) offers some guidelims for evaluating the
;My of selected vocabulary. Among her criteria are:

Can the item be used to code a variety of commu-
nicative functions?

What is the potential for recombination of the item?

How frequently is the item eseck and in what settings?

How much information is conveyed by the item?

How high in reinforcement value is the item for the
consumer?

Does the kern have potential for peer interaction and

How much interest does the item hold for the con-
sumer?

In determination of vocabulary, as in all aspects of
assessment an i intervention, the consumer should be
kw:lived in the process to the grated extent possible.

Avallablifty information
Trace Resourcebook Assisttue TechnologiesforConnuo-
mention. Controt. &CornputerAccess. Avatlabk from the
Trace Center.

Wallchart on Commercially-Available communteatton
Aids. Available Jhs,rn Award Science and Engineerim
Labor:dales.

Assistive Technology Sourcebook. Available from
RESNA

ABLEDATA fprodmi databasel. Available from Adaptive
Equipment Center, Newington Chikirees Hospital. 181
East Cedar Street. Newington. CT 06222. 80W344-5405.

Products Mentioned in Text
ALLTALIC. PreeWheel, RealVoire, Adaitive Communica-
tion Systems. Inc., 354 Hookstown Oracle Road. Clinkm.
PA 15028. 4124264-2288.

Mini Talking Cant Wader. Crestwood Company. P.O.
Box 04606, Milwaukee, WI 53204, 414/461-9878.

Volcescribe-1000, Dragon Systems. Inc.. 55 Chapel
Street, Newtcm, MA 02158. 617)965-5200.

SayIMUll Plus, lnnocomp. 33195 Wagon Wheel. Solon.
OH 441399216/248-6206.

VMS 160, Phonic Ear Inc.. 250 Camino Alto. Mill Valky,
CA 94941. 415/383-4000.

Introtaiker, Touchtalker, P-Switch, Prentice Ronneb
Company. 1022 Heyl Road, Wooster, OH 44691.
216/262-1984.

Equalizer, Talking Screen. Words +. Inc.. P.O. Box 1229,
Lancaster, CA 93535, 805/949-8$31.

Parrot. scanWRITER, PACA, Zygo Industries, Inc., P.O.
Box 1008. Portland, OR 97207. 5031684-6006.
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